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Abstract
While contributory group key agreement is a promising solution to achieve access control in
collaborative and dynamic group applications, the existing schemes have not achieved the performance
lower bound in terms of time, communication and computation cost. In this paper we propose a
contributory group key agreement that achieves the performance lower bound by utilizing a novel logical
key tree structure, called PFMH, and the concept of phantom user position. In particular, the proposed
scheme only needs O(1) rounds of two-party DH upon any single user join event and O(log n) rounds
of two-party DH upon any single user leave event. Both theoretical bound analysis and simulation show
that the proposed scheme achieves lower rekeying cost than the existing tree-based contributory group
key agreement schemes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
One fundamental challenge in securing group applications is to achieve access control such
that only authorized group members can access group communications. Group access control
is usually achieved by encrypting data using a group key that is shared among all legitimate
group members. The issues of establishing and updating group keys are addressed by group
key agreement schemes [1]–[20]. Since many practical group applications do not prefer utilizing
centralized key servers, contributory solutions of key agreement have drawn extensive attention [1]–[11], especially for applications where centralized administration and pairwise secure
channels are not applicable.
In contributory group key agreement schemes, all group members contribute their shares
and compute the group key collaboratively, and the group key is generated as a (usually oneway) function of individual contributions from all group members [1]–[11]. Upon membership
changes, the group key needs to be updated to incorporate the share from the joining user or to
eliminate the share of the leaving user to maintain backward secrecy and forward secrecy [9].
Establishing and updating the group key in large dynamic groups often consumes a considerable
amount of computation and communication resources. For large-scale dynamic group applications
where group members do not have ample communication and computation capability, such as in
some mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, the bottleneck of utilizing contributory key agreement
schemes for access control will be their cost efficiency.
The early design of contributory group key agreement schemes mostly focuses the efficiency
of initial group key establishment, such as in [1]–[3]. These schemes, however, encounter high
rekeying cost upon group membership changes. Later, Steiner et al. proposed a family of Group
Diffie-Hellman (GDH) protocols by extending the two-party Diffie-Hellman (DH) protocols [21]
to the group scenarios [4], [6], [7]. The GDH protocols achieve efficient key update upon user
join, but still require high cost for member leave. Recently, logical key tree structures are used to
improve the scalability of contributory key agreements [9], [10]. Kim et al. proposed a tree-based
contributory group key agreement protocol called TGDH, where binary balanced tree is adopted
to maintain the keying material [9]. In TGDH, the group key can be updated by performing
log n rounds of two-party DH upon any single user join or leave, where n is the group size.
Mao et al. proposed another tree-based contributory key agreement scheme called DST [10].
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By using a special join-tree/exit-tree topology and exploiting cost amortization, DST can reduce
the average time cost to Θ(log log n) rounds of two-party DH for single user join or leave.
However, DST has an unrealistic requirement that members know other members’ leave time in
advance. When the members’ leave time is not known, the time cost upon single user leave is
Θ(log n + log log n), which is higher than that of TGDH.
What is the lowest possible cost of contributory group key agreement schemes? The theoretical
analysis in [22] indicates that for any tree-based contributory group key management scheme,
the lower bound of the worst case cost is Θ(log n) rounds two-party DH for either user addition
or deletion. That is, either the cost for adding a user or the cost for deleting a user is no less
than Θ(log n). In addition, it is obvious that at least one round of two-party DH needs to be
performed for adding or deleting a user in any circumstance. Therefore, lowest possible cost for
contributory key agreement is Θ(log n) for user join and O(1) for user leave; or Θ(log n) for
user leave and O(1) for user join. Both TGDH and DST do not achieve these lower bounds. In
addition, from [22] we can also derive that the total rounds of two-party DH for any sequence
of n single user join events and n user leave events is bounded by Θ(n log n). This bound is in
fact looser than the previous two bounds.
To achieve the lower bound of the rekeying cost, in this paper we propose a novel and
efficient logical key tree structure, called PFMH tree, as well as a cost-minimizing PFMH treebased contributory group key agreement protocol suite (PACK) that handles dynamic group
membership events. The optimality of the proposed PACK protocol suite lies in that it only
needs O(1) rounds of two-party DH upon any single user join event and O(log n) rounds of
two-party DH upon any single user leave event, which achieves the lower bound. Both theoretical
analysis and simulation studies show that PACK has much lower rekeying cost than the existing
tree-based contributory group key agreements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces security requirements and performance metrics for contributory group key agreement schemes. Section III
presents the proposed PFMH tree structure as well as two basic procedures to manage the PFMH
key trees. Section IV describes the proposed PFMH tree-based contributory group key agreement
protocol suite to optimize rekeying cost upon single user join and leave events. Section V analyzes
the performance of the proposed scheme and demonstrates its efficiency by comparing it with
existing tree-based contributory group key agreement schemes through both bound analysis and
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simulation studies. Section VI discusses the detection of untruthful users who do not perform
key agreement protocol honestly. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section VII.
II. S ECURITY R EQUIREMENT AND P ERFORMANCE M ETRIC
In this section, we briefly introduce the security requirements of contributory key agreement,
the performance measures, and the implementation cost of the DH protocol between two groups.
Group key management schemes must be able to adjust group secrets subsequent to membership changes, including single user addition, single user deletion, group merge, and group
partition [9]. Single user addition (deletion) means that one user joins (leaves) the group. Group
merge (partition) involves multiple users who join (leave) the group simultaneously. The security
requirements with dynamic membership include group key secrecy, forward secrecy, backward
secrecy, and key independence [9]. Group key secrecy, which is the most basic property, requires
that it should be computationally infeasible for a passive adversary to discover any group key.
Forward secrecy requires that a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset of old group
keys cannot discover subsequent group keys, while backward secrecy requires that a passive
adversary who knows a contiguous subset group keys cannot discover preceding group keys.
Key independence, which is the strongest property, requires that a passive adversary who knows
a proper subset of group keys cannot discover any other group key. According to [9], key
independence can be achieved when both forward secrecy and backward secrecy are achieved.
The overhead of group key agreement involves computation cost, communication cost and time
cost. Since most of the existing contributory key agreement schemes use two-party DH protocol
[21] as a basic building module, the computation cost comes mainly from the cryptographic
primitives that are needed to perform two-party DH, such as modular exponentiation, and the
communication cost comes from sending and receiving rekeying messages. The time cost is
used to describe the latency in group key establishing and updating. In contributory group
key agreement, by exploiting possible parallelism when performing group key establishing and
updating, the time cost can be significantly reduced.
Among existing contributory group key agreement schemes [1]–[11], tree-based schemes are
most promising because of their scalability. Next we introduce the implementation of two-group
DH (two-party DH among two groups), which is the basic building module for most tree-based
contributory group key agreement schemes. Let A and B denote two subgroups, where the
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users in A share a common group key KA , and the users in B share a common group key KB .
Let f (K) (which we refer to as the blinded key of key K) denote the modular exponentiation
operation, that is
f (K) = g K mod p,

(1)

where g is the exponential base and p is the modular base. The two-group DH can be implemented
as follows. Each subgroup elects one member as its delegate, which will compute and send its
blinded subgroup key to all members of the other subgroup. Suppose that member A1 is the
delegate elected by the subgroup A, and member B1 is the delegate elected by the subgroup
B. To perform two-group DH between these two subgroups, A1 and B1 need to exchange the
following keying messages: A1 sends the blinded key f (KA ) to all members of subgroup B,
and B1 sends the blinded key f (KB ) to all members of subgroup A. Now each member in A
or B then calculates the new group key KAB as follows:
KAB = (f (KB ))KA mod p = (f (KA ))KB mod p.

(2)

In this implementation, each member needs at least one modular exponentiation operation
to calculate the new group key. If a delegate does not know its own subgroup’s blinded key,
one extra modular exponentiation operation is also needed to calculate the blinded key. For
the communication cost, each delegate needs to send a keying message to all the members in
the other subgroup. In this paper, we use Ccast (n, `) to denote the communication cost needed
to send a message with length ` to n nodes, and use Cme to denote the computation cost of
a modular exponentiation operation. Thus, for each round of two-group DH with the size of
subgroups being n1 and n2 and the keying message length being `, the communication cost is
Ccast (n1 , `) + Ccast (n2 , `), and the computation cost is no more than (n1 + n2 + 2)Cme .
It is worth noting that sending a message to n nodes can be implemented in many ways. It can
either be implemented through multicast communications, which we refer to as multicast-n, or be
implemented through unicast, which we refer to as unicast-n. In general, the communication cost
of an multicast-n operation is not the same as the communication cost of a unicast-n operation.
The former usually incurs less communication cost than the latter. Further, the gap between
the communication cost of an multicast-n operation and the communication cost of a unicast-n
operation may vary according to the underlying network architectures. For example, in wireless
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networks the gap is usually very obvious due to the broadcast nature of wireless media, while
in wired networks without link-level multicast support, the gap is usually not that obvious.
In this paper, when analyzing the communication cost of sending a message to n nodes, both
terms (multicast-n and unicast-n) will be used. Although the communication cost of multicast-n1
and multicast-n2 with n1 6= n2 are usually different, to simplify our illustration, in this paper
we will not distinguish them. Let Cmulticast (`) denote the communication cost of an multicast-n
operation, and let Cunicast (`) denote the communication cost of a unicast-1 operation, where `
is the length of the message to be sent. Further, when performing two-group DH between two
subgroups, only messages exchanged are their blinded keys. Since in general all blinded keys
have the same length, without loss of generality, the message length ` will not be explicitly
stated. Besides exchanging blinded keys, a user may also need to send messages to all of the
group members when it wants to join or leave a group. In this paper we use Cbroadcast (`) to
denote the communication cost incurred by broadcasting a message with length ` to all group
members.

III. PFMH K EY T REE S TRUCTURE AND BASIC P ROCEDURES
In tree-based contributory group key agreement schemes, keys are organized in a logical tree
structure, referred to as the key tree. In a key tree, the root node represents the group key, leaf
nodes represent members’ private keys, and each intermediate node corresponds to a subgroup
key shared by all the members (leaf nodes) under this node. The key of each non-leaf node
is generated by performing two-party DH between the two subgroups represented by its two
children where each child represents the subgroup including all the members (leaf nodes) under
this node [9]. Since two-group DH is used, the key tree is binary. For each node in the key
tree, key-path denotes the path from this node to the root, and co-path denotes the sequence of
siblings of each node on its key-path. Fig. 1 shows a simple key tree example with 6 members,
where Mi denotes the ith group member and (l, v) denotes the v th node at level l of the tree.
For example, for member M2 , its key-path is the sequence of nodes {(3, 1), (2, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0)},
and its co-path is the sequence of nodes {(3, 0), (2, 1), (1, 1)}.
According to [9], in order to compute the group key, a node only needs to know its own
key and all the blinded keys on its co-path. In other words, for a node being able to calculate
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the group key, it only needs to know its own keys and all the blinded keys on its co-path.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, M2 only needs to know its own key and the blinded keys
represented by the nodes (3, 0), (2, 1) and (1, 1) in order to calculate the group key.
A leaving user can leave from an arbitrary position in the key tree. In fact, for user leave, when
group members have similar computation and communication capability, the best tree structure
that reduces the worst-case rekeying overhead is a balanced key tree structure 1 . When using
a balanced key tree structure, as in TGDH [9], the worst-case rekeying time cost for both user
leave and user join is O(log n). In order to further reduce the rekeying time cost for user join,
one way is to always insert the joining user at the root of the key tree, and consequently the
rekeying time cost for single user join becomes O(1). However, such scheme may result in an
extremely unbalanced key tree structure and increase the rekeying cost for user leave to O(n).
In order to achieve the lower bound for both user join and user leave simultaneously, in this
paper we propose a novel and efficient key tree structure for contributory group key agreement
schemes, which we refer to as PFMH tree. PFMH tree is a combination of two special key tree
structures: partially-full (PF) key tree and maximum height (MH) key tree. In this paper, the size
of a key tree is defined as the total number of leaf nodes in this tree, the function log() and
log2 () will be used exchangeably, and when we say a “full (key) tree”, we always mean a fully
balanced binary (key) tree with size 2k , where k is a non-negative integer.
Definition 1 (PF key tree) Let T be a binary key tree of size n, and let n0 = 2blog nc . T is a
PF key tree if and only if it satisfies one of the following properties: 1) T is a full key tree; 2)
the left subtree of T is a full key tree with size n0 , and the right subtree of T is a PF key tree
with size (n − n0 ).
1

The case that users have varying computation and communication capabilities is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Definition 2 (MH key tree) A key tree T of size n is a MH key tree if and only if it satisfies
one of the following properties: 1) n = 1, and T is a tree with only one leaf node; 2) the right
subtree of T is a leaf node, and the left subtree of T is a MH key tree with size n − 1.
Definition 3 (PFMH key tree) A key tree T of size n is a PFMH key tree if and only if it
satisfies one of the following properties: 1) T is a PF key tree; 2) the left subtree of T is a PF
tree, and the right subtree of T is a MH tree.
According to the above definitions, we can see that the height of a PF key tree with size
n is dlog ne, the height of a MH tree with size n is n − 1. In this paper, without introducing
ambiguity, we will use dlog ne and log n exchangeably. Also, given a PFMH key tree T , we
will use main tree to refer to the PF subtree of T , denoted by Tmain , and use join tree to refer
to the MH subtree of T , denoted by Tjoin . It is easy to see that the height of Tmain is always
bounded by log n. Fig. 2 illustrates these special key tree structures. Next we describe two basic
procedures to manage and update PFMH key trees: unite and split.
Let T = {T1 , . . . , TL } be a set of full key trees. Each key tree Ti ∈ T represents a subgroup,
and each leaf node of Ti is a member of this subgroup. If a group member belongs to Ti and
Ti ∈ T , then this group member belongs to T . The procedure unite(T ) is to combine those key
trees in T into a single PF key tree through performing a series of two-group DH among these
subgroups as well as the subgroups generated during this procedure. In general, given a set of
full key trees T , the result of unite(T ) may not be unique, but all of the obtained PF key trees
have similar structure. In this paper we consider a special case where the full key trees in T are
ordered and indexed according to their sizes. And, any group member in T knows the indices
and sizes of any trees in T as well as these structure of these trees. The structure of a tree refers
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to the list of group members belonging to this tree and their exact positions in this tree. Then
a group member can decide with whom it should perform two-group DH and in what order.
Procedure 1 presents one specific implementation of unite(T ) for this special case. According
to Procedure 1, the whole procedure is partitioned into many rounds. At the beginning of each
round, there remains a set of full trees (subgroups) indexed according to their sizes and their
subtrees’ indices in previous rounds. The larger the size of a subgroup, the lower its index. In
each round, a remaining subgroup may either keep alone or be paired with another remaining
subgroup according to the following rule: two subgroups Ti and Tj (i < j) will be paired together
if and only if all of the three conditions can be satisfied:
•

There is no other remaining subgroup in the round with index lying between i and j;

•

The total number of subgroups with size equal to |Ti | and with index lying before Ti is
even;

•

|Ti | = |Tj | or Tj is the subgroup with largest index.

It is easy to see that in each round, a subgroup will either keep alone or be paired with one
and only one other subgroup to build a larger subgroup. Further, in each round all pairs of
subgroups can perform two-group DH between them in parallel, which can significantly reduce
the time cost. If Procedure 1 is followed by all group members, the obtained PF key tree is
unique and each member can know its location in the final PF before starting the procedure,
and each member can locally construct the final PF tree without explicitly exchanging key tree
updating information.
Given a key tree T , the procedure split(T ) is to partition T into a set of full key trees with
minimum set size. Specifically, after applying the procedure split(T ), any obtained key tree is
a full key tree, and no any two or more obtained key trees comes from any full subtree of
T . Procedure 2 presents a way to locally and virtually split a key tree, where “locally” means
that no inter-communication is needed among group members and each member only needs to
update the key tree structure maintained by itself locally, while “virtually” means that no any
two-group DH is needed to perform “split”. Meanwhile, the set of obtained full key trees are
also indexed according to their size and their positions in the original key tree.
Fig. 3 shows two examples of key tree update when applying unite and split procedures. The
left figure demonstrates how the key tree is updated when 5 full key trees are united into a PF
key tree. The right figure demonstrates how the key trees are updated when a PFMH key tree
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Procedure 1 unite({T1 , . . . , TL })
. T = {T1 , . . . , TL }; |Ti | ≥ |Tj | for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ L; each member in Ti ∈ T knows the index and size of
any tree Tj ∈ T as well as the structure Tj , including the list of group members in Tj and their exact positions
in Tj .
T 0 = T ; L0 = L;
while (|T 0 | > 1) do
/*Executed in parallel:*/
for (each pair of trees Ti , Ti+1 ∈ T 0 ) do
if ((the total number of trees in T 0 with size equal to |Ti | and with index before Ti is even) AND (|Ti | =
|Ti+1 | or Ti+1 is the tree in T 0 whose index is the largest)) then
Two delegates will be elected by subgroups Ti and Ti+1 to perform two-group DH between them, and
a new group key K will be generated. A new key tree will be generated with its root node representing
K, with the left child of the root node being Ti and with the right child of the root node being Ti+1 .
Remove Ti and Ti+1 from T 0 .
end if
end for
Put all newly generated key trees in this round into T 0 and let L0 be the total number of key trees now in T 0 .
Re-index all the key trees in T 0 with integers ranging from 1 to L in such a way that a tree is assigned index
i (that is, this tree’s name becomes Ti ) if and only if: 1) for any tree Tj ∈ T 0 with index j < i, all subtrees
of Tj that directly come from T have lower indices than all subtrees of Ti that directly come from T ; and
2) for any tree Tj ∈ T 0 with j > i, all subtrees of Tj that directly come from T have higher indices than all
subtree of Ti that directly come from T .
end while
Return the remaining tree T1 in T 0 , which is the final PF key tree. Meanwhile, each member in the final PF key
tree will construct the final key tree structure locally by following the above key tree generation procedure.

is split into a set of full key trees.
In the split procedure, each group member (leaf node) only needs to truncate the current key
tree maintained by itself, so no communication cost and negligible computation and time cost
are needed. In the unite procedure, extra cost will be incurred when performing a sequence of
two-group DH to generate the new key tree. Next we analyze the cost associated with the unite
procedure described in Procedure 1. The results will be used later to analyze the cost of those
proposed key agreement protocols.
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Procedure 2 split(T )
if (T is a full tree) then
Return {T };
else if (T is empty) then
Return ∅.
else
Let Tlef t and Tright be the left and right subtrees of T ;
S
Return split(Tlef t ) split(Tright ).
end if
Let L be the number of obtained full key trees. Index these key trees with the integers ranging from 1 to L in
such a way that a tree is indexed as Ti if and only if: 1) for any tree Tj ∈ T 0 with j < i, |Tj | > |Ti | or Tj lies
in the left side of Ti in T ; and 2) for any tree Tj ∈ T 0 with j > i, |Tj | < |Ti | or Tj lies in the right side of Ti
in T .
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Theorem 1: Let T = {T1 , . . . , TL } be a set of full key trees with

PL
i=1

|Ti | = n and |T1 | ≥

|T2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |TL |, and with the subscript ` being the index of the full tree T` . Assume that any
group member in any full tree Ti ∈ T knows the index and size of any tree Tj ∈ T as well
as the structure of Tj . Then the costs associated with the unite(T ) using Procedure 1 can be
bounded as follows:
1) The time cost, which is the number of parallel rounds that needs to executed, is upperbounded by log n in all situations.
2) The total communication cost is upper-bounded by 2(L − 1)Cmulticast in all situations
provided that the exchange of keying materials between two subgroups during performing
two-group DH is implemented using multicast.
3) Consider the special situation that |Ti | = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L, the total computation cost
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is upper-bounded by n(log n + 2)Cme , and the total communication cost is upper-bounded
by (n log n)Cunicast provided that the exchange of keying materials between two subgroups
during performing two-group DH is implemented using unicast.
4) Consider the special situation that |Ti | 6= |Tj | for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ L, the total computation cost is upper-bounded by 2(n + log n)Cme , and the total communication cost is
upper-bounded by 2nCunicast provided that the exchange of keying materials between two
subgroups during performing two-group DH is implemented using unicast.
5) Consider the special situation that |T1 | ≥ n/2 and for any tree Ti ∈ T there exists no
more than one other tree in T with the same size as Ti , the total computation cost is
upper-bounded by (2.5n + 2L)Cme , and the total communication cost is upper-bounded by
2.5nCunicast provided that the exchange of keying materials between two subgroups during
performing two-group DH is implemented using unicast.
6) Consider the special situation that |T1 | < n/2 and for each tree Ti ∈ T there exists no
more than one other tree in T with the same size as Ti , the total computation cost is
upper-bounded by (3n + 2L)Cme , and the total communication cost is upper-bounded by
3nCunicast provided that the exchange of keying materials between two subgroups during
performing two-group DH is implemented using unicast.
Proof: See Appendix.
IV. PACK:

AN PFMH TREE - BASED CONTRIBUTORY GROUP KEY AGREEMENT

In this section we describe the proposed PFMH tree-based contributory group key agreement
protocol suite, referred to as PACK. As a contributory scheme, in PACK each group member
equally contributes its share to the group key and this share is never revealed to the others. To
satisfy the security requirements, PACK includes a set of rekeying protocols to update the group
key upon group membership change events. Compared with the existing tree-based contributory
group key agreement schemes, PACK can achieve minimum rekeying time cost upon membership
change events in the sense that for any single user join event, the rekeying time cost is of order
O(1), and for any single user leave event, the rekeying time cost is of order O(log n). Meanwhile,
the rekeying computation and communication cost can also be significantly reduced compared
with the existing tree-based contributory group key agreement schemes. This is achieved through
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adopting the proposed PFMH tree as the underlying key tree structure and introducing phantom
nodes in the key tree to handle member leave.
In PACK, each member will maintain and update the global key tree locally. Each group
member knows all the subgroup keys on its key-path, and knows the ID and the exact location
of any other current group member in the key tree. As to be shown next, upon group membership
change event, a group members only needs to update the global key tree maintained by itself,
which can greatly reduce the communication overhead. In PACK, when a new user joins the
group, it will always be attached to the root of the join tree to achieve O(1) rekeying cost in
terms of computation per user, time and communication. When a user leaves the current group,
according to the leaving member’s location in the key tree as well as whether this member has
phantom location in the key tree, different procedures will be applied, and the basic idea is
to update the group key in O(log n) rounds and simultaneously reduce the communication and
computation cost.
A. Single User Join Protocol
When a prospective user M wants to join the group G, it initiates the single user join protocol
by broadcasting a request message that contains its member ID, a join request, its own blinded
key, some necessary authentication information and its signature for this request message. After
receiving this user join request message, the current group members will check whether M has
the privilege to join the group based on certain group access control policies. If M has the
authorization to join, the key tree will be updated by incorporating M ’s share, and a new group
key will be generated in order to incorporate a secret share from M and to guarantee group
keys’ backward secrecy. Procedure 3 describes the single user join protocol in PACK.
In PACK, the rekeying upon single user join needs to perform at most 2 rounds of two-group
DH. If the join tree is not empty, a new join tree is generated by performing two-group DH
between the new member and the old join tree, with the left subtree being the old join tree and
the right subtree being the node representing the new member. If the join tree is empty, the node
representing the new member becomes the join tree. The group key is generated by performing
two-group DH between the new join tree and the main tree. Since all the current members know
the group key tree structure and knows the location that the new member should be put in, they
can update the key tree themselves.
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Procedure 3 join(G, M )
. T is the PFMH key tree of group G, Tmain is the main tree of T , Tjoin is the join tree of T .

if (Tjoin is empty) then
A delegate will be elected by group G to perform two-group DH with M , and a new group key K will be
generated. A leaf node will be created to represent M and a new root node will be created to represent K
with its right child being the node representing M and its left child being Tmain . The node representing M
becomes the join tree of the updated key tree.
else
Round 1: A delegate will be elected by group Tjoin to perform two-group DH with M , and a new subgroup
key Kjoin will be generated. A leaf node will be created to represent M and a new intermediate node will
be created for Kjoin with its right child being M and its left child being the old Tjoin .
Round 2: Two delegates will be elected separately by Tmain and the new join tree to perform two-group DH
between them, and a new group key K will be generated. A new root node will be created to represent K
with its right child being Tjoin and its left child being Tmain .
end if
Each current member updates the key tree maintained by itself locally according to the above key tree update
procedure, and a delegate will send an updated copy of the key tree to the new joining member M .
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Examples of key tree update upon single user join event

Fig. 4 shows two examples of key tree update upon single user join events. In the first example,
the join tree is empty, and the main tree consists of 4 members. After the new member M5 joins
the group, a new node is created to act as the new root, and the node (1, 1) becomes the new
join tree which represents M5 . In the second example, when M6 joins the group, at the first
round, two-group DH is first performed between M5 and M6 to generate a new join tree, at
the second round, two-group DH is performed between the new join tree and the main tree to
generate a new group key.
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TABLE I
R EKEYING COST UPON SINGLE USER JOIN EVENT

time cost

communication cost

communication cost

in term of multicast

in term of unicast

computation cost

case 1

1

2Cmulticast

nCunicast

(n + 2)Cme

case 2

2

4Cmulticast

(n + |Tjoin | + 1)Cunicast

(n + |Tjoin | + 3)Cme

Table I lists the rekeying cost upon single user join event in PACK where n denotes the total
number of leaf nodes in the new group and |Tjoin | is the old join tree size. Case 1 considers the
situation that the join tree is empty, and the protocol only needs to perform one round of twogroup DH. Case 2 considers the situation that the join tree is not empty, and the protocol needs
to perform two rounds of two-group DH. For case 2, the term |Tjoin | + 2 in the computation cost
comes from performing two-group DH between the new member and the old join tree. Since in
general |Tjoin | ¿ n, this term usually can be ignored.
It is worth pointing out that when we calculate the time complexity, we have not considered
the extra time needed for the join user to tell the group that it wants to join. However, this does
not affect our results because in our time complexity analysis, we use “round” as unit. In other
words, we do not strictly require the two messages exchange to be synchronized. Instead, how
this can be implemented is really depend on the specific implementation of the two-ground DH.
B. Single User Leave Protocol
When a current group member M wants to leave the group, it broadcasts a leave request
message to initiate the single user leave protocol, which contains its ID, a leave request and a
signature for this message. Once M leaves the group, the group key will be updated to remove
M’s share, and all the keys on M ’s key-path will be updated to maintain group keys’ forward
secrecy. In PACK, to reduce the rekeying cost upon single user leave event, we introduce the
concept of phantom node which allows an existing member to simultaneously occupy more than
one leaf node in the key tree. In particular, when member M leaves the group, another group
member M 0 will move to the position occupied by M in the key tree, generate a new secret
key, and all the keys on M ’s key-path will be recursively updated. It is worth noting that here
“moving” only means that each member adjusts the location of M 0 and M in the key tree.
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After moving M 0 to M ’s position, the node that M 0 previously occupied will not be deleted
immediately. As a result, now M 0 occupies two leaf nodes in the key tree. We refer to the
node associated to M 0 ’s previous position as the phantom node, which is known by all group
members. In order to maintain group keys’ forward secrecy, a phantom node should be deleted
no later than the associated group member leaving the group. Procedure 4 describes the single
user leave protocol in PACK.
Procedure 4 Leave(G, M )
. T is the PFMH key tree of G, and n is the size of T , Tmain and Tjoin is the main tree and join tree of T .
if ((M ∈ Tjoin ) AND (1 < |Tjoin | ≤ logn)) then
SCENARIO I: Let P be M’s sibling, remove M and M’s parent from the key tree. If P has no children,
change P’s secret share, otherwise, change P’s right child’s secret share. Recursively update all the keys on
P’s key-path by applying multiple rounds of two-group DH.
else if ((M ∈ Tjoin AND (|Tjoin | = 1 OR |Tjoin | > logn))
OR (M ∈ Tmain AND |Tjoin | > 1)
OR (M ∈ Tmain AND M is the rightmost non-phantom leaf node)
OR (M ∈ Tmain AND M has a phantom node in T )) then
SCENARIO II: First, remove all phantom nodes and M from T . Second, apply the split procedure, and let
T = {T1 , . . . , TL } = split(T ). Third, change TL ’s rightmost leaf node’s secret share, and recursively update
all the subgroup keys on this left node’s key-path in TL . Fourth, apply the unite procedure unite(T ).
else
SCENARIO III: Find the rightmost non-phantom leaf node M 0 in T . Let Pnew denote the node occupied by
M , and Pold denote the node occupied by M 0 . M 0 moves to Pnew and generates a new secret share for this
location. If Pold lies in the join tree, then remove Pold and the root of T , otherwise, let Pold be M 0 ’s phantom
node. Recursively update all the keys on Pnew ’s key path by applying multiple rounds of two-group DH.
end if
All members update the key tree maintained by them locally according to the above key tree update procedure.

SCENARIO I: This scenario considers the case that the leaving member M is in the join tree,
and the size of the join tree is no larger than log n. In this case, since the depth of the join tree
is no more than log n, we can simply remove M ’s share from the group key by removing M
from the key tree, changing one current member’s secret share (which member’s share should
be changed is described in Protocol 4), and recursively updating all the keys on M’s key-path.
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Meanwhile, all members update the key tree maintained by themselves.
Let h be M’s depth in T . Since at most h − 1 rounds of two-group DH protocols need to be
performed recursively, the time cost is upper-bounded by h − 1. Except the last round which
involves all the existing members, in ith (1 ≤ i < h − 1) round at most |Tjoin | − h + i + 1
members are involved. Then the total computation cost is upper-bounded by (n + h − 1 +
P|Tjoin |−1
k=|Tjoin |−h+2 k)Cme , where n comes from the last round, h − 1 comes from the number of
blinded keys that need to be calculated, and |Tjoin | − h + 1 + i comes from the ith round. Since
P n
2
|Tjoin | ≤ log n, a loose upper-bound is (n + log
k=1 k)Cme , or (n + 0.5(log n) )Cme . Similarly,
it is easy to check that the total communication cost in term of multicast is upper-bounded by
2(h − 1)Cmulticast , and the total communication cost in term of unicast is upper-bounded by
(n + 0.5(log n)2 )Cunicast .
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Example of key tree update upon single user leave under the first scenario

Fig. 5 shows one example of key tree update upon single user leave under this scenario. In
this example user M6 leaves the group where node (1, 0) is the root of main tree and node
(1, 1) is the root of join tree. Since the size of join tree is 2, according to Procedure 4, the node
representing M6 will be directly removed from the key tree, M5 changes its secret share, and a
new group key will be generated by applying two-group DH between M5 and the subgroup in
the main tree.
SCENARIO II: This scenario considers the case that any of the following situations happens:
1) The leaving member M is in the join tree, and the size of join tree is either larger than
log n or equal to 1;
2) M is in the main tree, and the size of join tree is larger than 1;
3) M is in the main tree, and is the rightmost non-phantom leaf node;
4) M is in the main tree, and occupies a phantom node in the key tree.
In these situations, instead of removing M (as well as its phantom location) from the key tree
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and recursively updating all the keys on its key-path, the whole key tree will be reorganized to
generate a new PF tree as the main tree, and the join tree is set to be empty. This will reduce
the rekeying cost as well as maintain a good key tree structure. The basic procedure is to first
remove all the phantom nodes in the existing key tree, then apply the split procedure to partition
the remaining key tree into many small full key trees which are indexed according to their size
and their locations in the original key tree. After changing a certain member’s secret share,
the unite procedure will be applied to combine these full key trees into a PF key tree. Finally,
all members will update the key tree structure maintained by themselves according the above
procedure.
It is worth noting that due to the special structure of the PFMH tree, the PFMH tree structure
is maintained after removing some phantom nodes: According to Procedure 4 scenario III, only
those leaf nodes on the rightmost of the tree can be phantom nodes. In other words, all phantom
nodes lie in the right-most part of the tree. It is easy to check that for any PF-tree, after removing
any number of right-most leaf nodes and those corresponding non-leaf nodes, the remaining part
is still a PF-tree.
Since all the remaining members (leaf nodes) know the exact structure of key tree, after
applying the split procedure the set of obtained full key trees will be indexed in the same way
by all group members. Since the total number of remaining members is less than n, according
to Theorem 1 clause 1, the total time cost is upper-bounded by log n. If situation 1, 2, or 3
happens, the total number of full key trees after applying the split procedure is upper-bounded by
log(n) + |Tjoin |. In this case, the total communication cost in term of multicast is upper-bounded
by 2(log(n) + |Tjoin |)Cmulticast . If situation 4 happens, the total communication cost in term of
multicast is upper-bounded by 2(2 log n + |Tjoin |)Cmulticast , where the extra 2 log nCmulticast is
due to the fact that the main tree can be split into at most 2 log n full trees.
Next we analyze the computation cost under this scenario, which is mainly incurred by the
unite procedure. After applying the split procedure, for any size that is greater than 1, there exists
no more than 1 full key tree with this size when situation 1, 2, or 3 happens, and there exists no
more than 2 full key trees with this size when situation 4 happens. The unite procedure can be
implemented in two steps. In the first step all the key trees with only one leaf node will first be
combined together into a set of full key trees with different sizes. In the second step these full
key trees will be combined together with the other full key trees obtained by applying the split
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procedure to get the final PF tree. We first consider the more probable case that T1 ≥ n/2 where
T1 is the largest full key tree obtained after applying the split procedure. According to Theorem 1
clause 3 and clause 5, in this case the computation cost is upper-bounded by Cme (2.5n+2(log n+
|Tjoin |) + |Tjoin |(log(|Tjoin |) + 1)), where the term |Tjoin |(log(|Tjoin | + 1)) comes from merging
the nodes from the join tree into a set of full key trees with different sizes. If T1 < n/2, which
is a less probable case, according to Theorem 1 clause 3 and clause 6, the total computation cost
is upper-bounded by (3n + 2(log n + |Tjoin |) + |Tjoin |(log(|Tjoin |) + 1))Cme . Similarly, the total
communication cost in term of unicast is upper-bounded by (2.5n + |Tjoin | log(|Tjoin |))Cunicast
if T1 ≥ n/2 and is upper-bounded by (3n + |Tjoin | log(|Tjoin |))Cunicast if T1 < n/2.
If condition 4 is satisfied, which is a very rare event, at most (n+log n)Cme extra computation
cost is needed to first combine those full key trees with the same size into a set of larger full
key trees and at most nCunicast extra communication cost in term of unicast is needed.
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Examples of key tree update upon single user leave under the second scenario

Fig. 6 shows four examples of key tree update upon single user leave under this scenario.
•

The first example corresponds to situation 1: the leaving member M6 is in the join tree,
and the size of join tree with root (1, 1) is larger than log n. In this example, after removing M6 and applying the split procedure, 3 full key trees (subgroups) are obtained:
{M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 }, {M5 }, {M7 }. The result of unite procedure has also been demonstrated.
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•

The second example corresponds to situation 2: the leaving member M2 is in the main tree
with root (1, 0), and the size of join tree with root (1, 1) is larger than 1. In this case after
removing M2 and applying split, three full key trees are obtained: {M3 , M4 }, {M5 , M6 },
{M1 }. The result of unite has also been illustrated in the right side of the figure.

•

The third example corresponds to situation 3: the leaving member M4 is in the main tree
with root (0, 0) (the join tree is empty), and is the rightmost non-phantom leaf node, where
nodes (2, 2) and (2, 3) are phantom nodes. In this case after removing the node representing
M4 and the phantom nodes and applying split, 2 full key trees are obtained: {M5 , M6 } and
{M3 }. The result of unite has also been illustrated in the right side of the figure.

•

The fourth example corresponds to situation 4: the leaving member M6 is in the main tree
with root (0, 0) (the join tree is empty), and has occupied a phantom node (2, 3). In this
case after removing the node representing M4 and the phantom node and applying split, 3
full key trees are obtained: {M3 , M4 }, {M1 } and {M5 }. The result of unite has also been
illustrated in the right side of the figure.

SCENARIO III: This scenario covers all the situations that neither of the first two scenarios
can cover. Specifically, this scenario considers two situations: 1) M is in the main tree and the
size of the join tree is 1; 2) the join tree is empty, and M is in the main tree and is not the rightmost non-phantom node and does not have phantom node in the key tree. Under scenario III, the
leaving member M is removed from the key tree, and M 0 , which is the member who occupies
the right-most non-phantom leaf node, moves to M’s previous position, generates a secret share
for this node, and recursively updates all the keys on this node’s key-path. Now, M 0 occupies
two positions, and the original position is called M 0 ’s phantom position. It is easy to check that
the time cost is bounded by log n, the communication cost in term of multicast is bounded by
2(log n)Cmulticast , the computation cost is upper-bounded by (n + 2|Tlef t | + log n)Cme , where
Tlef t is Tmain ’s left subtree, and the total communication cost in term of unicast is upper-bounded
by (n + 2|Tlef t |)Cunicast .
Fig. 7 shows one example of key tree update upon single user leave under this scenario. In
this example the join tree is empty and the root of main tree is (0, 0). When user M2 leaves the
group, member M6 will move to the location (3, 1) that previously represents M2 . Meanwhile,
M6 will also occupy node (2, 3) which now is a phantom node. M6 will change its secret share
and recursively update all the keys on its key-path, which is {(2, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0)}.
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Example of key tree update upon single user leave under the third scenario
TABLE II
R EKEYING COST BOUNDS UPON SINGLE USER LEAVE EVENT

time cost

communication cost

communication cost

computation cost

(rounds)

(Cmulticast )

(Cunicast )

(Cme )
2

Scenario 1

O(h)

O(2h − 2)

O(n + 0.5|Tjoin | )

O(n + 0.5|Tjoin |2 )

Scenario 2

O(log n)

O(2 log n + 2|Tjoin |)

O(2.5n + |Tjoin | log(|Tjoin |))

O(2.5n + |Tjoin | log(|Tjoin |))

Scenario 3

O(log n)

O(2 log n)

O(n + 2|Tlef t |)

O(n + 2|Tlef t |)

Table II summarizes the rekeying cost upon single user leave events under different situations.
Usually we have |Tlef t | ≥ n/2, h '

1
2

log n, |Tjoin | ¿ n, and the average size of Tlef t

is about 0.75n. For the second and third scenario, in most cases we can simplify the upper
bound of computation cost as O(2.5nCme ). For the first scenario, we can simplify the bound of
computation cost as O(nCme ).
C. Group Merge and Group Partition Protocol
PACK also has group merge and group partition protocol to handle simultaneously join and
leave of multiple users. Although multiple user events can be implemented by applying a
sequence of single user join or leave protocols, such sequential implementations are usually
not cost-efficient. Procedure 5 describes the group merge protocol, which combines two or more
groups into a single group, and returns a PF key tree. Procedure 6 describes the group partition
protocol, which removes multiple group member simultaneously from the current group and
construct a new PF key tree for the rest of the group members.
In the group merge protocols, after removing all phantom nodes from those key trees corresponding to different subgroups, each key tree is split into many full key trees. The final result is
obtained by unite these full key trees into a PF tree following Procedure 1. Similar for the group
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Procedure 5 merge({G1 , . . . , GK })
. T1 , . . . , TK are the key trees of G1 , . . . , GK ;
Remove all phantom nodes from T1 , . . . , TK ;
S
S
T = unite(split(T1 ) · · · split(TK ));
Return T .

Procedure 6 P artition(G, G1 )
. T is the key tree of G;
Remove all phantom members and members belonging to group G1 from T ;
T = unite(split(T ));
Return T .

partition protocol, after removing all phantom nodes and leaving nodes, the original key tree is
split into many full key trees, and the unite procedure is then applied on these full key trees to
create a PF key tree. Since the height of the returned tree is log n, where n is the group size after
merging/partitioning, the time cost of group merge/partition is bounded by O(log n). Obviously,
the group merge and partition protocols have lower cost than the sequential implementations.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION AND C OMPARISON
A. Forward and Backward Security
The group key secrecy means that attackers cannot obtain the group key even if they know
all blind keys, which has been proved in the random-oracle model [23]. To show that PACK
satisfies forward and backward secrecy, similar arguments as in [9] can be used, which have
provided detailed proof for TGDH. PACK and TGDH use similar group key update procedures.
The major difference between them are the underlying key tree structures which do not affect the
security of the scheme. Therefore in this paper we will not provide detailed proof of forward and
backward secrecy. Next we only roughly sketch the proof. We first consider backward secrecy.
When a new user M wants to join the group, M picks its secret share r. After several rounds
of two-group DH, M gets all blinded keys on its co-path, and it can compute all secret keys
on its key-path using its own secret share and the blinded keys on its co-path. Clearly, all these
keys contain M’s secret share; hence they are independent of previous secret keys on that path.
Therefore, M cannot derive any previous keys. The forward secrecy can be shown in a similar
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TABLE III
R EKEYING COST COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT SCHEMES

time cost

communication cost

computation cost

Upon Single User Join Event
PACK

1∼2

2 ∼ 4Cmulticast

nCme

TGDH

log n

2(log n)Cmulticast

2nCme

DST

1 + log log n

(1 + log log n)Cmulticast

(n + log n)Cme

Upon Single User Leave Event
PACK

log n

2(log n)Cmulticast

(1 ∼ 2.5)nCme

TGDH

log n

2(log n)Cmulticast

2nCme

DST

1 + log n + log log n

2(1 + log n + log log n)Cmulticast

3nCme

way. When a member M leaves the group, at least one current member changes its share, and
all the keys on M’s key path will be updated to remove M’s secret share. Hence, M only knows
at most all blinded keys, and the group key secrecy property prevents M from deriving any
future group keys. By combining backward secrecy and forward secrecy, we can derive the key
independence.
B. Cost Comparison
This section compares the rekeying cost in PACK upon single user join and leave events with
two existing tree-based contributory group key agreement schemes: TGDH [9] and DST [10]. All
three types of cost are considered: time, computation, and communication in term of multicast.
Since in general members’ leaving time is not known in advance, in DST, only join-tree is used.
Table III lists the approximate bounds of different cost for the three schemes.
From the above comparison, we can see that PACK has the lowest cost in terms of time,
computation, and communication. For example, for user join, only 1 or 2 rounds are needed in
time cost, while DST needs 1 + log log n rounds and TGDH needs log n rounds. Similar results
can also be seen in communication cost for user join. The total computation cost is computed
as the average of user join cost and leave cost, DST has similar cost as TGDH, which is an
order of 2n, while for PACK, the order is from n to 1.75n, with the saving ranging from 15%
to 50% compared with DST and TGDH.
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C. Simulation Results
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In our simulations we generate the user activities according to the following probabilistic
models: users join the group according to a Poisson process with average arrival rate λ, and
users’ staying time in the group follows an exponential distribution with mean µ (such a model
is motivated by the user statistics in study of Mbone [24], [25]). Then λµ is the average number
of users in the group, that is, the average group size. For each simulation, we initialize the
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group size to be 0, fix λ, and vary µ to get different average group size configuration. For each
configuration (different average group size), a sequence of 100λµ users join the group according
to the Poisson process with rate λ, and each user’s staying time is drawn independently from an
exponential distribution with mean µ. In the simulations, we have compared the rekeying cost of
the following three schemes: PACK, TGDH [8] and DST [10], in all three aspects: computation,
communication and time.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 8. From these results we can see that upon single
user join event, PACK has the lowest cost among all three schemes. Compared with DST,
PACK has more than 10% reduction in computation cost, and more than 65% reduction in
communication cost and time cost. Compared with TGDH, the reduction is even more, about
50% in computation cost and about 80% in time and communication cost. Upon single user
leave event, compared with DST, PACK has about 25% reduction in computation cost, about
15% reduction in time cost, and has similar communication cost. Although PACK has slightly
higher computation and communication cost than TGDH upon single user leave event, when
averaged over both join and leave events, the reduction is still significant, with 20% reduction
in computation cost, 35% reduction in communication cost, and 40% reduction in time cost.
VI. C ONTRIBUTORY G ROUP K EY AGREEMENT WITH K EY VALIDATION
In practice, there may exist malicious or compromised group members who do not perform key
agreement protocol honestly and cause key generation failure. One example of key generation
failure is group partition where some users share one key while the others share another different
key. Therefore, besides the four security requirements discussed in Section II, the group key
management should also have the key validity property. That is, without being detected by other
users, malicious users cannot prevent valid group key from being generated by providing false
information. In this section, we discuss the possible damage that untruthful users can cause and
the mechanisms to check the key validity.
When implementing the two group DH using the method described in Section II, an untruthful
member can cause key generation failure only if it has been elected as a delegate. In this case, an
untruthful member, e.g., a in subgroup A, can send false blinded key f (KA0 ) to selected members
in subgroup B. As a consequence, those members in B who have received false blinded keys
from a cannot obtain the valid group key KAB , that is, these members have been implicitly
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revoked from the new group.
We introduce two methods to check the validity of key establishment procedure and to detect
malicious members. One is preventive and the other is detective. In the preventive scheme, for
each group, m members are elected as delegates and broadcast the blinded key. Then each
group member checks whether these m copies of blinded keys are same. Since all the keying
messages have been signed by the senders, the member who has sent false information can be
easily detected by other group member. In the detective scheme, after the each round of DH, m
members are elected to broadcast a common known message encrypted using the newly generated
group/subgroup key. Other members check whether they can use their new group/subgroup key
to successfully decrypt the message. If a user cannot obtain this commonly known message after
decryption, it broadcasts an error message that includes the blinded key and the messages it has
received. Again, since keying messages are signed by their senders, those malicious members
who have sent false blinded key or false encrypted messages can be detected.
Although colluders can compromise both preventive and detective schemes, the probability of
successful collusion attack is very low because those m delegates or m users who broadcast the
encrypted message are randomly selected. In addition, the detective method are more resistant
to collusion attacks than the preventive methods. In the preventive method, the m delegates are
selected within one subgroup, while in the preventive method, the m users are selected from
both subgroups.
Key validation requires extra cost. In each round of two-group DH, the preventive scheme
require 2m broadcast and the reactive scheme require m broadcast, m encryption and n decryption, where n is the size of the new subgroup after the DH round. It is noted that the extra
cost due to checking is proportional to the cost of the key management schemes without the
checking schemes. Thus, in previous analysis and comparisons, we did not count the extra cost
associated with key validation.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed PACK, a highly efficient contributory key agreement scheme that
has much lower communication, computation and time overhead then existing schemes and
achieves performance lower bound derived in [22]. PACK reduces the overhead associated
with key updating in two ways. First, it uses the novel PFMH tree structure that consist of
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a main tree, which is optimal for user leave, and a join tree, which is optimal for user join.
Second, the concept of phantom user location in the PFMH allows the cost amortization when
handling user leave. Upon single user join, PACK has the time cost as 1 or 2 rounds of twogroup DH, the communication cost as 2 or 4 multicast, and the average computation cost as
1 modular exponentiation per user. Upon single user leave event, PACK takes at most log n
rounds of two-group DH in terms of time cost, O(log n) multicast in communication cost, and
an average of 2 modular exponentiations per user in computation cost, where n is the current
group size. The performance of the PACK is compared with TGDH and DST. Both theoretical
bound analysis and simulation results have shown that PACK has much lower rekeying cost in
terms of communication, computation and cost than existing schemes.
A PPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1:
1) Consider the worst-case scenario: L = n, that is, |Tl | = 1 for all l. Then Procedure 1 works
as follows: in the first round, the set of group members are partitioned into dn/2e subgroups,
with each subgroup consisting of 1 or 2 members. For any subgroup of size 2, two-group DH is
performed between the two members in this subgroup to generate a new key tree of size 2. In
the ith round, the set of existing key trees are partitioned into dn/2i e subgroups, with each group
consisting of 1 or 2 existing key trees. If there is a subgroup consisting of only one existing
key tree, then this key tree must have the minimum size (largest index) among all the existing
trees. For any subgroup with two existing key trees, two-group DH is performed between these
two key trees to generate a new key tree with its right child be the key tree which has smaller
size (larger index). Repeat this procedure until only one tree is left, which is the final PF key
tree. Since there are only n group members, at most log n rounds are needed, so the time cost is
upper-bounded by log n. For other scenarios where there exists |Ti | 6= 1, the time cost is always
no more than log n, since in these cases Ti can be viewed as the result of merging all the leaf
nodes in Ti without introducing any time cost.
2) Since we need and only need to perform L − 1 times of two-group DH protocols to unite
L full key trees into one PF tree, and since each two-group DH protocol needs 2 multicast
in communication cost provided that the exchange of keying material between two subgroups
during performing two-group DH is implemented using multicast, the total communication cost
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is always upper-bounded by 2(L − 1)Cmulticast .
3) According to Procedure 1 we know that at most log n rounds of two-group DH need to be
performed in this situation. At the first round each member calculates its blinded key and a new
subgroup key. At ith round (i > 1), at most dn/2i−1 e users (which are selected as delegates) need
to calculate blinded keys and at most n users need to calculate their subgroup keys. Following
this analysis we can see that the total computation cost is upper-bounded by n(log n + 2)Cme .
Further, if the exchange of keying material between two subgroups during performing two-group
DH is implemented using unicast, it is easy to see that a blinded key needs to send to a certain
member if and only if this member needs to calculate a key for a newly generated subgroup that
it belongs to, which is equivalent to say that the total communication cost is upper-bounded by
(n log n)Cunicast in this situation.
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4) In this special situation, according to the definition of PF tree, it is easy to check that the
key tree illustrated in Fig. 9 is the obtained PF key tree after applying Procedure 1. Assume
that the size of each full subtree Ti is 2mi , and let xi denote both the PF subtree and its size.
According to Procedure 1, we know that the PF subtrees xL , . . . , x1 are generated sequentially
with xL first (directly from T ) and x1 last. Also, when xi is generated, at most xi + 2 modular
exponentiation operations are needed, so the total computation cost is upper-bounded by
Cme

L
X
i=1

(xi + 2) = Cme (2 log n +

L
X
i=1

xi ).

(3)
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Since we have
xi = 2mi + xi+1 ,

(4)

xi ≥ 2xi+1 ,

(5)

PL
i=2

xi < x1 = n,

(6)

the above bound is further upper-bounded by 2(n + log n)Cme . Meanwhile, it is easy to check
that the total communication cost is upper-bounded by 2nCunicast in this situation provided that
the exchange of keying material between two subgroups during performing two-group DH is
implemented using unicast.
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Analysis of computation cost

5) In this special situation, let the key tree illustrated in Fig. 10 (a) be the PF tree obtained after
applying the unite procedure. Now consider the computation cost incurred by the full subtree
Ti0 :
•

Case 1: If Ti0 comes directly from the original set T , the cost introduced by Ti0 has been
totally included in (3).

•

Case 2: If Ti0 is the merging result of two full trees directly from the original set T and
each with size 2mi −1 , compared with the first case, extra computation cost is needed to first
merge the two trees into a single full tree. Since the total number of leaf nodes in Ti0 is
2mi , and each leaf node needs 1 modular exponentiation to calculate the new subgroup key
associated to Ti0 , the extra computation cost introduced by Ti0 is 2mi Cme + 2.

•

Case 3: If Ti0 is the merging result of more than two full key trees of the original set T ,
since we have assumed that for each size the number of trees with this size in T is no more
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than 2, then at least one child of Ti0 with size 2mi −1 comes directly from T . Let TiL and
TiR be the left and right child of TI0 , and assume that TiL comes directly from T . In this
case, either there exists no key tree with size 2mi −1 in the right side of Ti0 , or if there exists
0
0
|Ti+1
| = 2mi −1 , then Ti+1
must come directly from T in order not to violate the assumption
0
that no more than two key trees in T have the same size, and Ti+1
will not introduce extra

cost except those included in (3). If there exists no subtree with size 2mi −1 in the right side
of Ti0 , we add a virtual subtree TiR to the generated PF tree as in Fig. 10 (b) and move all
0
the cost introduced by merging smaller full trees into this subtree. If |Ti+1
| = 2mi −1 , we
0
can simply exchange the subtree Ti+1
with the right subtree TiR of Ti0 that is not directly

from the original set T , as in Fig. 10 (c). Now the total cost is kept to be the same but the
extra cost introduced by Ti0 is the same as in case 2.
Following the above analysis and the condition that |T1 | ≥ n/2 (that is, T1 comes directly from
P 2 i
T ), the total extra computation cost that are not included in (3) is upper-bounded by m
i=1 2 Cme .
Now the total computation cost is upper-bounded by
m2
L
X
X
i
2LCme + Cme (
2 +
xi )
i=1

(7)

i=1

By applying (4), (5), (6) and |T1 | = 2m1 ≥ n, we have
m2
X
i=1

i

2 +

L
X

xi ≤ 2m2 +1 + 2x1 ≤ x1 /2 + 2x1 = 2.5x1 = 2.5n

(8)

i=1

That is, the total computation cost is upper-bounded by (2.5n + 2L)Cme . Meanwhile, we can
conclude that in this situation when the exchange of keying materials is implemented using
unicast, the total communication cost is upper-bounded by 2.5nCunicast .
6) For the special situation that |T1 | < n/2 and for each tree Ti ∈ T there exists no more
than 1 other tree in T with the same size as Ti , by following the same analysis as in (5), we
can show that the total computation cost is upper-bounded by
m1
L
X
X
i
2LCme + Cme (
2 +
xi ),
i=1

(9)

i=1

where the only change from (7) to (9) is that m2 is changed to m1 due to the reason that T10
does not come directly from T .
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By applying (4) we have that
m1
X

i

2 +

i=1

L
X

xi = x1 + (x2 + 2

m1

)+

i=1

m2
X

i

2 +

i=1

L
X

xi ≤ 2x1 + 2m2 +1 + x2 ≤ 3x1 = 3n

(10)

i=3

That is, the total computation cost is upper-bounded by (3n + 2L)Cme . Meanwhile, we can
conclude that in this situation when the exchange of keying materials is implemented using
unicast, the total communication cost is upper-bounded by 3nCunicast .
End of proof.
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